A travel platform that
moves businesses forward.
In-person meetings are a powerful thing. They create
more meaningful relationships that empower people and
businesses to thrive. That’s why we strive to make every
traveler’s journey stress-free so they can focus on where
they’re going—instead of how they will get there. TripActions
empowers your team to book and manage business travel
simply and quickly, saving your company time, money and a
whole lot of headaches.

“With TripActions, we get an all-in-one solution for a more
intuitive and efficient travel program. From a financial
perspective, our goal is to maximize savings while providing
our employees a great experience and rewarding them to
make even better travel decisions. TripActions allows us to
accomplish all of this.”
Karim D.
VP of Finance

Companies of all sizes have chosen TripActions as their business travel partner.

The future of business travel, now arriving.
TripActions is a one-stop travel platform built on unrivaled customer service combined with
a traveler-friendly user experience to make business travel a perk—not a pain. But the best
part is that travelers actually like it—which means they’ll use it, which makes everyone’s life is
a little better.

One-stop travel shop.
With TripActions the booking process is fast and personal.
We give travelers access to an incredible selection of
flights, cars, trains and over 1.5 million hotel rooms globally.
Providing choice combined with personalization reduces
the booking time from an hour to just 6 minutes.

Here to get your travelers there.
Our seasoned and friendly support crew is always one
step, flight delay, or early check-in, ahead of the traveler.
With around-the-clock live support, travelers can rest
assured expert help is always a tap away—right from our
convenient app.

Watch your savings take off.
With access to exclusive discounts and the TripActions Rewards
Program, saving on business travel is easy. Your travelers will
be happier while your business will save an average of 34% on
hotels—a win-win for everyone.

Easy set up. Exceptional visibility.
We make managing travel easy—simply set-up your
travel policy and integrate with your HR and expense
systems with just a few clicks. Once your company
is inflight, your travel program dashboard provides a
complete view of your company’s savings, spend and
travel trends.
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